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Introduction
“Understanding Afghanistan and Central Asia” is a three day program that represents the final part of
the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy’s “International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy 2010”. The program aims to raise awareness of the history and development of Afghanistan and central Asia, explore
the political, economic, and security challenges currently facing the region, and consider the role that
Germany, Europe, the NATO member states, and other international partners can play in helping to ensure sustainable development, democracy, and stability.
“Understanding Afghanistan and Central Asia” will take place in Berlin and will consist of lectures,
seminars, and panel discussions held by leading figures from the fields of politics, diplomacy, economics,
academia, civil society, and the private sector. These components will be complemented by cultural and
social activities that will provide an opportunity to experience the diversity of cultures in central Asia and
provide networking opportunities between the participants.

Understanding Afghanistan and Central Asia (28th - 30th May 2010, Berlin), will focus in
particular on the following issues:
• The History and Development of the central Asian region - An exploration of the political and societal origins of modern day Afghanistan and its neighbouring states, focusing
in particular on their early origins, their role during the Cold War, and their development
since 2001.
• International cooperation in Afghanistan - A consideration of the role played by Germany and the international community in providing financial, strategic, military, and
other support to ensure stability and development in Afghanistan and the central Asian
region.
• Strengthening Democracy and Governance - An analysis of the challenges faced by national governments in ensuring democratic, transparent state institutions, and holding
peaceful, free, and fair elections.
• Economic Reform and the Development of the Private Sector in Afghanistan and central
Asia - An analysis of the importance of strengthening the private sector in the region, in
particular through the diversification of income opportunities and the support of international trade and investment.
• Developing Human Capital - An analysis of the challenges faced in the provision of
healthcare and education facilities and the repatriation of refugees and displaced peoples.
• The Path Ahead and the Younger Generation - A look at the key challenges facing the
next generation of Afghan and central Asian leaders in ensuring stability and development and a consideration of how they can be supported.
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Program Methodology
“Understanding Afghanistan and Central Asia: Supporting Democracy and Stability - The Path
Ahead” will be an interdisciplinary program including the following components:

Lectures
A range of lectures will be held by experts from the fields of politics, diplomacy, economics, academia,
civil society, and the private sector. These components will inform the participants about key perspectives related to the themes outlined above and will raise awareness of other salient issues concerning
Afghanistan and central Asia. Each lecture will be followed by an interactive session with the speaker,
providing participants with the opportunity to express their own viewpoints and ask further questions.

Seminars
The program will include structured interactive seminars moderated by experts in the field that offer
participants the opportunity to take part in group discussions on subjects related to the themes outlined
above. Seminars provide a valuable counterbalance to lectures and panel discussions by providing an
opportunity for participants to express their own opinions and learn from each other.

Panel Discussions
The program will include interactive panel discussions featuring inter-disciplinary selections of speakers
and will be moderated by an expert from the respective field. These discussions allow a more dynamic
consideration of topics and encourage constructive debate on key points. Panel discussions will be followed by question and answer sessions with the audience.

Public Events and Cultural Activities
In addition to the program components outlined above, “Understanding Afghanistan and Central Asia”
will include evening events open to the general public. These events will consist of an academic component, such as a lecture or panel discussion, which will be followed by performances of traditional Afghan
music and dance, after which Afghan cuisine will be served.
The three-day program will also be complemented by an online photography exhibition showcasing images taken in central Asia over the past decade. Public events play an important role by allowing a more
diverse audience to learn about the program and the issues under discussion, and by providing further
opportunities for participant networking.

Online Presentation
All components and material related to “Understanding Afghanistan and Central Asia” will be available
to the general public on the event webpage (www.understandingafghanistan.org). This will include videos of events, written reports, photos, and other related material. This documentation will be uploaded
instantly.
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Conference Speakers
Abed Nadjib
Minister Counselor at the Embassy of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
Amb. Alessandro Minuto Rizzo
Former Deputy Secretary General of NATO; Former Acting Secretary General
Ali Ahmad Jalali
Former Interior Minister of Afghanistan
Col. Andrew Budd
Branch Chief, Strategic Policy&Concepts Branch, International Military Staff, NATO
Christian Manhart
UNESCO - Chief, Section of Museums and Cultural Objects
Daniele Riggio
Information Officer for Central Asia, Public Diplomacy Division of NATO
Emil Constantinescu
ICD Advisory Board Member - Former President of Romania
Dr. Erkki Tuomioja
ICD Advisory Board Member - Former Finnish Foreign Minister
Prof. Dr. Fadwa El Guindi
Distinguished Professor of Anthropology, Head of the Department of Social Sciences, Qatar University
Dr. Jacques F. Poos
ICD Advisory Board Member - Former Deputy Prime Minister of Luxembourg, Former Minister of Defence
Laila Al Shaikhli
Al Jazeera English Anchorwoman
Marco Boasso
Chief of Mission and Special Envoy to Afghanistan, International Organization for Migration (IOM)
Marina Pendes
ICD Advisory Board Member - Former Deputy Minister of Defense of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Muhammad Umer Daudzai
Chief of Stuff to the President - The Islamic Republic of Afghanistan
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Conference Speakers
Nick Williams
Head, Operations Section, Operations Division, NATO
Amb. Philip D. Murphy
U.S. Ambassador to the Federal Republic of Germany
Prof. Rupert Scholz
Former Minister of Defense of Germany
Sartaj Aziz
Former Foreign Minister of Pakistan, Vice-Chancellor of Beaconhouse National University in Pakistan
Solomon Isaac Passy
ICD Advisory Board Member - Former Foreign Minister of Bulgaria and Former Chairman-in-Office of the OSCE
Dr. Vasile Puscas
ICD Advisory Board Member - Former Romanian Minister for European Affairs
H.E. Yasar Yakis
ICD Advisory Board Member - Turkish MP, Former Foreign Minister of Turkey
Zhelyu Zhelev
Former President of Bulgaria (tbc)
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